Days out: August 2022 to March 2023
Welcome back to Abbeyhall trips, everyone!
Elon Musk is aiming to land a human on Mars; physicists at the Large Hadron
Collider are aiming to discover the Theory of Everything; NASA is aiming to find
alien life within our Solar System; Ian and Katie Jarvis are aiming to find a series of
venues offering a very nice cup of tea and a slice of cake. AND WE THINK THEY’VE
SUCCEEDED! (Ian and Katie, that is – absolutely no idea about the others.)
Welcome to a new programme of Abbeyhall trips, many of which involve
refreshments. It’s always lovely to see you all. As we say, it feels more like ‘family
outings’ nowadays.
There’s a reminder, below, about our St Fagans trip to a fabulous outdoor
museum in Wales. Then our new tranche of trips (Note alliteration – Ed) begins with
a garden (a genuine cracker), and ends with Marigolds (but of a different sort).
We’ve cities, cream teas and theatre. We’ve a museum and an unusual glass
factory.
As always, we’ve tried to find some new places to see; some new experiences
to be had. (Along with some perennially popular ones.)
As you all know, we’re on hand if anyone feels a bit lonely, in need of a helping
hand, or just a bit of reassurance. Don’t be afraid to ask.
See what you think, let us know, and we’ll be delighted to see you.
Revised
Date

Town

Monday 15 August 2022

St Fagans Welsh Museum, Cardiff

Wednesday 07 September

Highnam Court Gardens

Wednesday 26 October

Bristol Blue Glass

Wednesday 30 November

The Mall at Cribbs Causeway

Thursday 15 December

Oxford Xmas Markets & Ashmolean

Monday 16 January 2023

IKEA at Bristol

Friday 17 February
Thursday 02 March
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Cream Teas at Huffkins Tea Rooms & explore
Stow-on-the-Wold
Matinee: The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel,
Cheltenham Everyman

Monday 15 August 2022 - St Fagans Welsh Museum, Cardiff
Coach £25 Entrance free - Total £25 per person

We visited this museum a couple of years ago and were absolutely blown away. It’s picturesque,
fascinating, and with lots of things to see.
It’s an open-air museum, documenting the historic lifestyle, culture and architecture of Wales.
Visitors are invited to walk round more than 40 re-erected buildings from various locations in
Wales, in the grounds of St Fagans Castle. (It has been named the UK’s favourite visitor
attraction.) These buildings (some of the smaller ones might be closed/restricted, Covid-pending)
include a nonconformist chapel, a village school house, a toll road tollbooth, a cockpit, a pigsty
and a tannery. There’s also a small working farm concentrating on preserving Welsh livestock. You
can also buy produce from the bakery and flour mill.
Honestly, a delight.
museum.wales/stfagans
0900-0915h
1100h
1545h
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Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
St Fagans
Leave for home

Wednesday 07 September - Highnam Court Gardens
Coach £16, Entrance £10 (inc Coffee & Cake) - Total £26 per person
Katie and I went to Highnam Court Gardens for the first time a few weeks ago – and were absolutely
bowled over. They are stunning. As a result, we’ve booked them for the morning – they’re not open to the
public very often outside the National Gardens Scheme - along with coffee and cake for us all in the
Orangerie. You can see more extensive photos at https://www.highnamcourt.co.uk/
But, in short, this wonderful 40-acre Victorian garden was originally set out by the artist Thomas Gambier
Parry. His vision included ornamental lakes, shrubberies, Pulhamite water gardens (now listed) with grottos
and fernery, and woodland. Not only was he an accomplished painter – responsible for the magnificent
frescos in Highnam Church - he was also a musician and art collector. Not surprising, then, that – by 1874
– he had created a garden that rivalled any other in the country.
As the 20th century dawned, however, the gardens began to fall into neglect. By 1994, when the rescue
mission began, they were totally overgrown.
For the past 25 years, owner Roger Head has been lovingly restoring the gardens to their former glory,
with many new additions. There’s the most fantastic one-acre rose garden, and many fascinating wood
carvings to complement the landscape.
The house itself isn’t open; but, as we say, we’ve organised for refreshments – tea and cake – in the
Orangerie.
0900-0915h
Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
1015h
Highnam
1415h
Leave for home

https://youtu.be/buxzkInBbok
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<< Don’t miss the video, click link to the left

Wednesday 26 October - Bristol Blue Glass
Coach £20, Entrance £8.50 - Total £28.50 per person
If you’ve ever had a glass of Bristol Cream sherry from Harvey’s, then you’ve probably had it from a Bristol
blue bottle (though your memory might well be hazy. We’re not judging.)
But take it from us (and from their website): No moulds. No mass-production. No shortcuts. Everything at
Bristol Blue Glass is made by hand, using traditional techniques.
We’re going on a tour of the factory (just under an hour), with a visit to the shop, if anyone feels tempted
afterward. (Already we have a mental list of suspects.) They can only take a certain number of us at a
time; so, while one group is looking round, we’ve arranged for tea and cake (optionally - to be bought and
paid for individually) across the road for those who would like it. The café is in Arnos Vale, a unique
Victorian garden cemetery and 45-acre heritage site, with plenty of self-guided walks (arnosvale.org.uk)
If anyone fancies a potted history of the glass factory, it’s worth quoting the following:
During the late 18th century, Richard Champion, a Bristol merchant and potter, making Bristol porcelain,
was working with a chemist, William Cookworthy. Cookworthy began a search for good quality cobalt
oxide to give a blue glaze decoration on the white porcelain and obtained exclusive import rights to all the
cobalt oxide from the Royal Saxon Cobalt Works in Saxony. It is uncertain when Bristol blue glass was first
made but the quality and beauty of the glass swiftly gained popularity, with seventeen glass houses being
set up in the city.
Bristol’s glass makers were invited to demonstrate their skills at the Great Exhibition of 1851, opened
by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. At this period cranberry glass was made for the first time by adding 24
carat gold to lead crystal, giving the glass its ruby red tones.
Production ceased in about 1923.
Bristol-based glass makers James Adlington and Peter Sinclair held their Hot Glass exhibition in 1988 at
Hand Made Glass, Bristol. This exhibition led to a revival of Bristol's hand-blown glass industry.
0845-0900h
1000h
1300h
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Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
Bristol Blue Glass
Leave for home

Wednesday 30 November - The Mall at Cribbs Causeway
Coach £20, Entrance free - Total £20 per person
You don’t need us to tell you that the Mall is a great way to get your Christmas shopping cracked. In which
case, do join us on a trip to Cribbs Causeway where, if the big John Lewis doesn’t have what you need,
then good old Marks & Sparks almost certainly will (with more than a few prime stores in between). Pretty
sure you’re all familiar with the full range of joys, but there are also plenty of outlets for coffee, lunch, cake
and other snacks.
What’s more, there’s plenty of room underneath the coach for bringing things back.
0845-0900h
1000h
1445h
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Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
Cribbs
Leave for home

Thursday 15 December - Oxford Xmas Markets & Ashmolean
Coach £25, Entrance free - Total £25 per person
Don’t have perspiring dreams about last-minute Christmas gifts. Have a dreaming spires experience
instead. Oxford’s Broad Street will again be filled with the sound of choirs singing Christmas carols, market
traders offering unusual and handmade gifts, colourful decorations brightening wooden stalls and the
aroma of mulled wine and cinnamon drifting in the air. A visit to the Oxford Christmas Market is a truly
magical Christmas experience. Or, as Ian always puts it, ‘Do you want me to take that dried orange
Christmas garland you’ve bought straight to the charity shop, Kate?’
PS There’s always the Ashmolean, if you prefer.
0900-0915h
1100h
1545h
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Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum and Town Centre stop
Leave for home

Monday 16 January 2023 - IKEA at Bristol
Coach £18, Entrance free - Total £18 per person
January trips are always tricky. Not everyone wants a day out after the exertions of Christmas – others are
champing at the bit. We’ll offer this and see if there are enough takers.
And who doesn’t love a trip to IKEA! (As long as it doesn’t subsequently involve several days of trying to
put up self-assembly shelves - Ian.) There’s a fab kitchen department (Katie’s fave); a superb and good
value café (I’m vegan but have good memories of the meatballs – Katie again); lots of children’s stuff; and
tons of ideas for the home.
(Also doesn’t involve being outside in potentially chilly winter weather; the bus drops you adjacent to the
door!)
0845-0900h
1000h
1430h
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Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
IKEA
Leave for home

Friday 17 February -- Cream Teas at Huffkins Tea Rooms & explore
Stow-on-the-Wold
Coach £20, Cream Tea £16- Total £36 per person
So you’ve lost all the Christmas weight ☺. What’s more, it will be winter, when we all need treats. And we
figured a cream tea at Stow ticked all the boxes. Who’d say no to a cream tea with sandwiches, scones and
cake? (Ian and I are going, even if no one else is coming with us.) Huffkins is a fab Cotswold café venue –
with a great reputation – in a listed building in the centre of the Market Square. The cream tea is booked
for 11.30am. There will also be time to look around the town, such as at the beautiful wool church of St
Edward’s, and the individual shops. I’d also advise a look at Scotts of Stow, the fab home and kitchen store
(where, if you’re like me, you can buy amazing kitchen gadgets that sit in a drawer for 12 months).
0900-0915h
Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
1015h
Stow
1130h
Huffkins Tea
1400h
Leave for home
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Thursday 02 March - Matinee: The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel at the
Cheltenham Everyman
Coach £15, Stalls Ticket £35.60- Total £50.60 per person
We’ve booked great stall seats for the matinee of this brand-new stage show, inspired by the popular film
and best-selling novel. (And we’ve included time for lunch before the theatre, if you want to.) The Best
Exotic Marigold Hotel takes us on a journey to India with an eclectic group of British retirees as they
embark on a new life.
The luxury residence is far from the opulence they were promised, but as their lives begin to intertwine
and they embrace the vibrancy of modern-day India, they are charmed in unexpected and life-changing
ways.
The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel is a joyous comedy about taking risks, finding love and embracing second
chances, even in the most surprising of places. Get ready for the journey of a lifetime.
1000-1015h
1100h
1400h
1630h

Nailsworth/Box/Minch pickups
Cheltenham
Everyman
Leave for home

Premium, stalls seats here

(not too close)

<<Seating Plan
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Thank you, from Ian and Katie (Jarvis)
ends…
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